
Personal & tailored 
fertility services  
for both NHS and 
self funding 
patients.

www.yorkshirefertility.co.uk
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With support and guidance 
we’ll help you find the right 
fertility solution.



Welcome
Welcome to Yorkshire Fertility - the largest satellite 
IVF unit in the UK with over 20 years’ experience 
providing fertility services to both NHS and private 
patients. 

Our fertility services are sourced nationally and 
available in Yorkshire from Bradford, Dewsbury, 
Halifax and Wakefield. By working in partnerships 
with clinics both in the UK and abroad we are able 
to offer you choice.  Wherever you choose to receive 
your care, we can help guide and support you on your 
journey.

Our experience and caring team will endeavour 
understand you as an individual.  Not only do we offer 
the highest quality service, we will help and support 
you at such an emotional and sensitive time.  We will 
offer you the best attention during the entire process.
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482
Patients  
Treated

47.7%
Clinical Pregnancy  
as % of Treatment 
Cycles

196
Live  
Births

593
Treatment 
Cycles

9
Multiple  
Pregnancies

Yorkshire Fertility Statistics 2015-16
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Why choose us?
6.  Because Yorkshire Fertility is 

certified by the HFEA (Human 
Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority) ensuring quality and 
transparency.

2.  Our Collaboration.  By 
working in partnerships with 
neighbouring trusts and 
practices our specialist team are 
able to deliver care closer to 
home whilst providing access to 
state of the art laboratories. 

7.  Because we can help you 
access treatment abroad.  If 
you choose to travel abroad 
for treatment we can help and 
support you.

3.  Excellent results: In 2016 more 
than 47% of our patients 
achieve a pregnancy from 
treatment.

8.  Because we treat anybody.  
Whether you are entitled 
to NHS IVF treatment or not 
we will still see you in our 
clinic.  We also have access to 
interpreting services so that 
there are no language barriers.

4.  Because there are no waiting 
lists.

9.  Because we offer a personalised 
service.  Open 6 days a week 
with access to an out of hours 
service,  24 hours a day your 
care is consistent and we 
personalise treatment for your 
individual needs.

5.  Because we offer an excellent 
egg donation program.  

10. Because we offer a holistic 
care package.  We work in a 
hospital setting with access to 
blood tests, x-ray, departmental 
scanning, gynaecology, 
andrology and psychological 
support services.

1.  Our Team. Yorkshire Fertility is 
a dedicated team of specialist 
doctors, nurses and support 
staff including two independent 
counsellors and a specialist 
dietitian.  We have over 20 years’ 
experience providing fertility 
services in Yorkshire and beyond.
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Where would you like  
to receive treatment?
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Our Team
Experience, Dedication, Expertise.

We are a dedicated team of specialist doctors and 
nurses, support staff, a specialised dietitian and 
independent counsellors.  We all work with the aim to 
put patients first and tailor our services to you, 

Our Fertility nurses have years of experience and 
will hold your hand every step of the way.  We are 
available 24/7 and are only ever a phone call away, 
no matter how small your query we will be there to 
answer your questions and support you through your 
fertility journey.  We also have a dedicated email 
address for patients to contact with queries and a 
website which is full of up to date information.
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Testimonials
We were referred to the Yorkshire Fertility Clinic after 2 years of trying to 
conceive.  We were both fairly confident at the time that all the tests would 
come back fine, but agreed that it was worth checking. Finding out that 
we did actually have some serious fertility issues came as a massive and 
very painful shock. It was the start of the most difficult 2 years of our lives 
but we could not have asked for a more warm, friendly, professional and 
empathetic team of people to guide us through it. At such a difficult time 
you want to surround yourself with support and that’s exactly what we got 
at the clinic.
  

I can’t praise the nurses enough! They were so understanding and caring 
that it felt like we were being supported by close friends. The doctors that 
we saw were experts in their field with years of experience behind them. 
They were honest and open with us on our options and our chances of 
conceiving, even when news was not always good. This allowed us to make 
clear and informed choices and 2 years after being referred and 1 successful 
round of IVF we were blessed a miracle. Our beautiful baby girl, Scarlett. 

You have given us the most precious thing in the world. We can not thank 
the Yorkshire Fertility Clinic and their staff enough! 
Tara Lassey

Thank you so much for giving us 
our precious miracle Annabelle 
Rose France, she was worth the 
wait and all the treatment. You 
are all amazing and we will be 
forever grateful to every single 
one of you for everything you 
have done for us. 
Helen and Marc France

We would like to say a massive 
thank you for helping us to 
complete our family. We feel so 
unbelievably lucky to have two 
precious daughters (Emily now 
2.5 years old has become a big 
sister to Bethany). Both born 
after ICSI and it would never be 
possible without the help and 
support of your amazing team. 
We owe you so much for making 
our dreams possible and will be 
forever grateful. Keep up the 
great work.
Donna Anthony

Thank you from the bottom 
of our hearts for helping us to 
become a family. We cannot 
even begin to thank you enough 
for all the help, reassurance 
support and above all the 
hope that your team gave us 
throughout our treatment. A 
special mention to Michelle and 
Helen who practically held our 
hands through it all. Ruby Grace 
Gripton was born on new years 
eve at 11.22am weighing 6lb 1oz 
she is just wonderful and we are 
so happy, thank you.  
Beth and David Gripton
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Our Central Units
Our continuing collaborative status enables us to work along side some of the most advanced fertility services in 
the UK.  We are committed to giving patients choice and allowing them access to the most current treatments.  
We will always be impartial and allow patients to make their own choices.  We also offer our services to 
patients who choose to have their treatment abroad.  Being a satellite service we offer care closer to home but 
with the wider choice of travelling for treatment if you decide to.

CARE FERTILITY MANCHESTER
The team at our clinic in Manchester are delighted to announce that we have the very best success results in 
the Manchester & North West region, with up to 39.5% compared to the national average of 30.8%.  CARE 
Manchester also recently underwent a full, £5 million refurbishment, making it a world-class, state-of-the-art 
environment for our patients.

CARE FERTILITY SHEFFIELD
With our consistently excellent results and commitment to introducing new and better treatments, you are sure 
to feel welcome and supported at CARE Fertility Sheffield. Originally established back in 1987, we took over our 
Sheffield fertility clinic in 2001 – and we’ve been leading the way in the local area ever since. 

At Manchester Fertility our sole focus is your success.
We do everything we can to ensure that you arrive as a patient and leave us as a parent, fully supporting you at 
every stage of your treatment journey.

Leeds Fertility (LF) was established in January 2010 as the result of the merger of two very successful 
Reproductive Medicine Units based within the Clarendon Wing at Leeds General Infirmary and the Gledhow 
Wing at St James’s University Hospital. The new Centre is now located at the Seacroft Hospital in purpose 
developed facilities that we believe are more suited to your requirements.

Our Locations

We understand that our patients have busy lives with work and other commitments. We have taken this into 
account and now offer clinics in Wakefield, Dewsbury, Halifax and Bradford.

This allows us to reach out to patients within the region cutting travel times and making your fertility care fit 
in with your life style as best we can.  We also offer a virtual patient consultation service whereby you can have 
your appointment via HD video link meaning you can have your appointment from the comfort of your own 
home, office or chosen location.
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Treatments
Our treatments are always personalised and tailored to each patient.  While one treatment may be suitable for 
one person, another may not be at all.

In Vitro Fertilisation  
(IVF)

Fertility Preservation
• Egg vitrification
• Sperm Freezing

Donation
• Egg Donation

• Sperm Donation

Women without  
male partners 

• IUI with a sperm donor
• IVF with a sperm donor
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Laboratory services provide 
1. Basic infertility evaluation

2.  Blastocyst culture 2.  Male factor

3.  Embryoscope 3.  Ovarian reserve

4.  Pre-implantation Genetic 
Diagnosis

5.  Vitrification

1.  ICSI

Diagnosis from treatment can include
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Patient Feedback
“ Love this beautiful team! Without you 

guys I would not have my gorgeous boy 
Maxwell.You are always so lovely and 
make things less stressful. Would highly 
recommend.”

 Thanks so much :) xxx
 
“ I owe these people everything! They gave 

me the most precious thing in the world! 
Fantastic team, very professional and so 
friendly. Thank you for everything you did 
for us!”

“ We had continuity in our care along with a 
good connection with the staff who were

  always professional but warm with it and 
we had lots of laughs which was very 
important.” 

“ There was no pressure when it came to up 
taking of additional tests etc and we never 
felt rushed out of the appointments.”

“ Our experience- we had continuity in our 
care along with a good connection with 
the staff.” 

“ The staff were always professional but 
warm with it and we had lots of laughs 
which was very important.” 

“ There was no pressure when it came to 
uptaking of additional tests etc, never felt 
rushed out of the appointments.” 

“ Very accommodating with appointments 
around work.”

“ Same sex couples find it difficult to get 
the information and support they need to 
start a family but as soon as we came here 
we felt comfortable and were given the 
information we needed.”



Patient 
Information  
Evening.

Are you interested in exploring  
IVF or waiting to start 
treatment?

Please come and attend our  
Patient Information Evening.

For more information please  
ask a member of staff.

An entertaining and informative presentation by our team describing a 
typical IVF treatment cycle.  Medical staff, patients and counsellors as well 
as fertility nurse specialists are present to answer any questions.

www.yorkshirefertility.co.uk



If you’re waiting 
to start Fertility 
treatment, 
Come and talk  
to us!
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